Electronic structures of zigzag edged graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) doped with boron (B) or nitrogen (N) atoms are investigated by spin polarized first-principles calculations. We find that ZGNRs can be tuned to be either semiconducting, half-metallic, or metallic by controlling the distance of the impurity atoms to the edges. A new scheme is identified to achieve full half-metallicity in ZGNRs by doping B atom at one edge and N atom at the other. We find that the origin of the half-metallicity is due to interaction between the edge states and B/N atoms which results in direct control over the electron occupation of the edge states. This mechanism is so robust that full half-metallicity can always be produced in ZGNRs irrespective of the ribbon width, which opens new possibilities for applications of ZGNRs in spintronic devices.
Introduction
Half-metallicity has long been at the center of research since its first discovery 1 in 1983 and has been observed in many materials, such as Heusler compounds, 1 manganese perovskites, 2 organometallic benzene-vanadium wire, 3 and metal-DNA complexes, 4 etc. The importance of half-metallicity lies in the coexistence of the metallic nature of electrons with one spin orientation and an insulating nature for the other spin orientation. This results in a completely spin polarized current in materials with half-metallicity. Such materials are called half-metals and are promising candidates for spintronics applications. Recently, graphene, a strictly two-dimensional flat single layer of graphite, has received extensive attention due to its remarkable structural and electronic properties. 5, 6 For the purposes of device applications, it can be made into quasi-one-dimensional nanoribbons either by cutting mechanically exfoliated graphenes and patterning by lithographic techniques 7, 8 or by tuning the epitaxial growth of graphenes. 9, 10 Two categories of nanoribbons receive the most interest: one with armchair edges and the other with zigzag edges. Graphene nanoribbons with different edge shapes (armchair or zigzag) or ribbon widths show different conductivity (semiconducting or metallic). Furthermore, the semiconducting ribbons with different widths have different band gaps that provide various kinds of building blocks needed in nanoelectronic devices. Especially, due to the local magnetism on the edge carbon atoms, the zigzag edged graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) may be very useful for realizing spin polarized transport and thus for applications in spintronic devices.
Interestingly, not long ago, half-metallicity was predicted in graphene nanoribbons by Son et al. 11 They proposed that by applying a transverse electrical field across a ZGNR, halfmetallicity can appear as a result of opposite shift in energy of the spin-degenerate localized edge states on the two sides. However, Kan et al. demonstrated that a very high critical electrical field is required to achieve half-metallicity in ZGNRs. 12 Alternatively, they proposed a chemical decoration technique to realize half-metallicity by replacing the terminating hydrogen (H) atoms on one edge by NO 2 groups while replacing those on the other edge by CH 3 groups. 13 The different effective potentials induced by these functional groups shift the energy of the edge states on the two sides in an opposite direction that brings the half-metallicity. In another work of Kan et al., a scheme of replacing periodically an armchair carbon chain across the ZGNR by a boron-nitrogen (BN) chain is suggested to produce half-metallicity.
14 Very recently, Dutta et al. proposed a scheme of replacing the middle zigzag carbon chains along the nanoribbon by zigzag BN chains to obtain half-metallicity. 15 In this work, in contrast to the large scale chain substitution schemes proposed by Kan or Dutta, we provide a new way of producing half-metallicity by chemical doping in which only very few carbon atoms are replaced by impurity atoms. It is well-known that in ZGNRs all the atoms inside one edge are aligned ferromagnetically, but the atoms between the two edges are antiferromagtically coupled and the band structures for one spin channel (R) and the other spin channel ( ) are completely degenerate. 11, [16] [17] [18] This results in a zero magnetic moment and a nonspin polarized transport. Such spin degeneracy should be broken in order to realize spin polarized transport through ZGNRs. All the magnetism related or spin polarized properties in ZGNRs are directly related to the edge states which are localized at the edges. Therefore, a natural way to break the spin degeneracy is to tailor the edge states by various ways, 11, 13 for example, by chemical doping. The most frequently used dopants (B or N) in carbon systems 14, 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] are adopted in our work to probe the doping effects of various doping situations. Doping B or N atoms strongly affects the electronic structures of ZGNRs and tunes ZGNRs to be either metallic, semiconducting, or nearly half-metallic. Furthermore, full half-metallicity can be achieved by doping B atoms in one edge and N atoms in the other.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we give a brief description of the geometry used for the ZGNRs and of the computational method, while in section 3 the main results are presented and discussed. Finally, in section 4 we draw conclusions.
Computational Details
The doping effects in ZGNRs are analyzed by performing density functional theory calculations using SIESTA code which employs norm-conserving pseudopotentials and linear combinations of atomic orbitals as basis sets. 23 The wave function is expanded with a double-polarized (DZP) basis set, and the exchange-correlation potential is treated at the level of generalized gradient approximation (GGA), with the form of PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE). 24 The fineness of real space grid is determined by an equivalent plane wave cutoff 200 Ryd. In this work, we consider chemically doped ZGNRs with various widths and start with hydrogen passivated 8-ZGNR (eight zigzag carbon chains along the z axis, the periodic direction). The supercell in our calculations is chosen to contain five armchair rows or unit cells with length of 12.3 Å along the ribbon (see Figure 1 ). The lattice vectors along the x and y axis are set to be 43 Å and 16 Å, respectively, which include a vacuum big enough to avoid interactions from the adjacent neighbors. The Brillouin zone is sampled by a 1 × 1 × 20 k -point grid. We begin with doping only one impurity atom in the supercell and systematically investigate the doping effect on the electronic structures of the ZGNRs as a function of the distance from the impurity atom to the ribbon edges. Specifically, the carbon atoms at positions 1, 2, 3, and 4 are replaced by a B or N atom each time. Due to the spin symmetry of the ribbon, the doping effects at 1′, 2′, 3′, and 4′ can be obtained from the results of the previous schemes of doping at sites 1, 2, 3, and 4 by exchanging the two spin indices. All the structures are fully relaxed to reach the force tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å. Both ferromagnetic (FM) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) initial configurations of the atoms between the two edges are considered.
Results and Discussion
Since in the ground state of pristine ZGNRs, the edge states at the two sides are antiferromagnetically coupled, at first, only antiferromagnetic (AFM) initial configurations of the atoms between the two edges of all the structures are considered. After full relaxation, all the doped structures are still in AFM configuration. However, significant changes in the electronic structure are obtained after B is doped. Degeneracy of both the conduction bands and the valence bands is broken due to the existence of the B atom. The conductivity of the doped ribbon is highly dependent on the doping site as can be seen from the band structures. When one edge carbon (at site 1; see Figure 1 ) is substituted by a B atom, the ribbon is semiconducting (see Figure 2a) . On the other hand, it is metallic when the B atom is doped in the middle at site 4 (see Figure 2d) . When the B atom is doped at site 2 or 3, the ribbon turns to be nearly halfmetallic with only the two valence bands of the spin channel crossing the Fermi level (see Figure 2b and c). We define it as "nearly half-metallic" since the valence bands of the R channel are right below and very close to the Fermi level. At finite temperature, electrons in these bands will also take part in conduction. The influence of N doping is similar to the one for B doping. The main difference is that the bands crossing the Fermi level are the conduction bands in the R spin channel when the N atom is doped at site 2 or 3 (see Figure 2e) .
In order to understand why it is the spin channel that is conducting in the B doping case while it is the R spin channel that is conducting in the N doping case, we have investigated the nature of the edge states in the valence bands and conduction bands (see Figure 3) . It can be seen that in ZGNRs, the wave functions with R spin in the valence bands are localized at the top edge (see Figure 3 (ν-R)) while those with spin are localized at the bottom edge (see Figure 3(ν-) ). On the contrary, in the conduction bands, the wave functions with R spin are localized at the bottom edge (see Figure 3 (c-R)) while those with spin are localized at the top edge (see Figure  3(c-) ). Particularly, it is clearly shown that the magnitude of the edge states at the γ point extends over only the first three zigzag chains from the edges and contribution from all the other atoms to these states is negligible. Based on this, a physical picture can be given to understand the big difference in the effects of B and N doping. When one B atom is doped at site 2 or 3 (see Figure 3 (ν-R) and (ν-)), it introduces a hole and the Fermi level shifts down to the valence bands. Since the B atom is close to the bottom edge and far from the top edge, it interacts with the edge states with spin localized at the bottom edge and attracts electrons from them. Thus, the spin channel becomes partially filled while keeping the R spin channel still fully occupied (see Figure 2b and c). However, when one N atom is doped at site 2 or 3 (see Figure 3 (c-R) and (c-)), it introduces an electron and the Fermi level shifts up to the conduction bands. This excess electron transfers to the R channel since the edge states of this channel are located at the bottom edge. This makes the R channel in the conduction bands partially filled and the channel still empty (see Figure 2e) .
With only B doping or N doping at site 2 or 3 at the bottom edge, although we have the bands of only one spin channel conducting, the bands from the other spin channel are also very close to the Fermi level. In order to get good half-metallicity, we need to push away this spin channel from the Fermi level to make it an insulator. This can be achieved by introducing electrons (e.g., by doping one more N atom) to the B doped system to shift up the Fermi level or by introducing holes (e.g., by doping one more B atom) to the N doped system to shift down the Fermi level. The question is, where to dope the second atom? It is important and natural to note that if the doping site of the N doped system is at 2′ or 3′ in the top edge, then the conducting bands will be from the spin channel (see Figure  2f) . Subsequently, if the doping site of the B doped system is at 2 or 3 and the doping site of the N doped system is at 2′ or 3′, then the same spin channel, namely, the channel, is conducting in both cases. If two carbon atoms on opposite sides (one at 2 or 3 and the other at 2′ or 3′) are replaced by a B and a N atom, the demands for electron or hole in both the B doping and the N doping schemes to shift the Fermi level can be satisfied. Moreover, the combination of these two schemes will promote each other. Thus, a full half-metallicity can be achieved as shown in our calculations (see Figure 4a) . It should be noted that the impurity atoms can lie at any site in the rows where site 2, 3, 2′, or 3′ is located along the z direction.
In order to investigate the robustness of this B-N pair doping scheme for producing half-metallicity in ZGNRs with different ribbon widths, calculations with varying ZGNR width (8-ZGNR, 12-ZGNR, and 18-ZGNR) are performed. Similar observations are obtained in all the cases. In each case, when B doping is at site 2 or 3 at one edge and N doping is at site 2′ or 3′ at the other edge, half-metallicity can always be observed, irrespective of the ribbon width. Figures 4b and c show the band structures for the 12-ZGNR and 18-ZGRN with one B and N atom doped at sites 2 and 2′ at the different edges. The only difference is that the band gap of the insulating channel decreases inversely with the increase of the ribbon width (compare the three cases in Figure 4) .
Furthermore, the effect of doping concentration has also been investigated by choosing supercells with different sizes. It is found that doping concentration is important for obtaining halfmetallicity. We define the doping ratio as where 1 stands for doping one B-N pair in one supercell and N u is the number of unit cells along the z direction. Our calculations show that half-metallicity appears only with the doping ratio 1:7 e p e 1:3. For both p ) 1:1 and p ) 1:2 cases, the system has a nonmagnetic ground state (see Figure  5a and b). When p ) 1:3 (see Figure 5c) , the system begins to show half-metallicity. However, with p e 1:8, the system turns to be a semiconductor, with an energy gap of one spin channel much smaller than that of the other spin channel (see Figure 5d ). The effects of the doping become weaker and weaker as the doping concentration decreases. The valence bands and the conduction bands get separated, and thus an energy gap appears. In the limit of N u f ∞, the electronic structure of the doped ZGNRs will converge to that of the pristine ZGNRs. Although a small gap opens for the conducting channel when the doping concentration decreases to some extent, it is still of great importance since in certain energy ranges around the Fermi level, one spin channel conducts while the other does not (see the energy range [-0.32, 0.38] eV in Figure 5d ).
Thus far, only the best situation with doping B and N atoms at different edges has been discussed. In fact, we have considered the random doping situations. Since the second atom N (or B) is mainly used to provide an electron (or hole) to shift the Fermi level, theoretically, it can lie at any position as long as it does not affect the same edge states simulta- neously with the first impurity atom B (or N). Our calculations with random doping show that even if the second atom is in the inner rows of the ribbon, half-metallicity can still be observed. Nevertheless, for some doping positions, a minigap may exist for the conducting channel (not shown). But we can still see that the band gap of one spin channel is much bigger than that of the other channel, much like in the case shown in Figure 5d .
Finally, to investigate the relative stability of different magnetic configurations, we have done calculations for other spin configurations, namely, ferromagnetic (FM) order between the edges and nonmagnetic (NM) situation, for the cases in which half-metallicity is predicted. From these calculations, we find that AFM is the ground state for all the cases. In particular, for the case in Figure 4a , the energy difference between the FM and AFM is 11 meV. On the other hand, the energy difference between NM and AFM is 186 meV, suggesting that AFM is the most stable state and half-metallicity can be achieved in ZGNRs by the proposed B-N doping scheme.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have investigated the B and N doping effects on the electronic structure of ZGNRs using firstprinciples calculations. It is found that doping B or N atoms affects the localized edge states on the two sides differently, which significantly changes the conductivity of the ZGNRs. Depending on the doping sites, ZGNRs can be tuned to be either semiconductors, metals, or nearly half-metals. Our calculations suggest that, by jointly applying electron (N) doping and hole (B) doping at different parts/edges of the ribbon, we can directly control the electron occupation of specific edge states and halfmetallicity can always be produced irrespective of the ribbon width. This fact provides a new scheme for building halfmetallicity in ZGNRs and opens new possibilities of applications of ZGNRs in spintronics.
